
Company Training 
Drill 

Drill Assigned to: Local Drill Applications Date of Drill: 

SOG #: Reading Assignment: Practical Assignment: 

NFPA Objectives (JPR’s) Job Levels  Critical Safety Points 

• NFPA 1001:  5.3.5 • All members • Use of safety devices for escape 
evolutions 

• Crew integrity during evacuation 

SKILL:  Emergency Evacuation Order 
 

OBJECTIVE: Demonstrate the ability to respond to a emergency evacuation order during a simulated fire-
ground operation using the quickest and safest means available. 
  
MATERIALS NEEDED: Attempt to incorporate this evolution into an interior structural firefighting scenario or fire 
training tower evolution.  Use department authorized evacuation signal terminology and equipment (radio, alert 
tone, air horn)  
 
STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS:  You will be performing simulated (or actual) firefighting tasks during this scenario.  
At some point during the operation, the I/C will order an emergency evacuation of the fire building using local   
procedures.  You will take appropriate actions to immediately withdraw from the interior or other areas of the fire-
ground and conduct a company level accountability report. 
 
INSTRUCTOR INSTRUCTIONS: Provide the student with instructions and describe scenario.  The student will 
only be permitted one attempt to complete all the items listed below.  If they are NOT successful they will be     
required to receive additional instruction and practice before attempting the skill again.  Instruct students in evolu-
tion outcomes and ensure that all have completed pre-requisite training on specific evacuation techniques.  If a 
student does not complete a step correctly, provide additional training and repeat evolution.  
 
STEPS:  Complete the following steps as they relate to the simulation you have been given. 
 
1. Operate as a member of a crew performing various firefighting tasks.  Some possible tasks include interior fire 

suppression, search/rescue, vertical ventilation, overhaul, etc. 
2. Monitor operation for EMERGENCY EVACUATION order via locally applied procedure; (radio announcement 

followed by, airhorns or other means) 
3. Respond to EMERGENCY EVACUATION order by ceasing all activities and promptly evacuating structure as 

a company maintaining accountability of entire crew using the safest and fastest means available.  This could 
include the use of: 

• Following hoseline or rope 

• Exiting a secondary window or door 

• Performing a window escape technique 
4. When all crew members have exited hazard area, conduct the locally applied accountability (PAR) procedure 

It’s Time to Go 
Sometimes it is necessary to order an evacuation of a fireground.  This must be done immediately upon orders 
from I/C or others who identify imminent hazardous conditions.  This skill should be practiced regularly in         
controlled simulated fire training exercises.  Use local training and policy review to identify potential evacuation 
situations.  Incident Commanders must also participate in this training along with crew members. 

Maintain Crew Integrity During Evacuation  
Procedures 


